
Having thus explored the relationship between a State and the injured
persons the Special Rapporteur now addressed himself to the issue of
State liability for wrongful acts i.e. relationship between States inter se
resulting from the failure of a State to comply with its own obligations.
Referring to the draft articles on State Responsibility currently before the
Commission, he stated that while failure on the part of a State to comply
with its obligations gave rise to a number of obligations such as
compensation, satisfaction, assurance and guarantees of non-repetition,
the wrongful act in question must, however, be duly proved to be such
and that an affected State could not therefore veto a lawful activity of the
other State. The State thus remains obligated for only failure to take
preventive measures. Where a State were to allow an activity within the
scope of the present draft articles to be carried out without prior authorization
or notification it would not be complying with its obligations of due
diligence. In such a case were transboundary harm to occur, while the
operator would be strictly liable, the State (of origin) would only be
responsible for the wrongful acts viz. the other consequences of the
breach of its due diligence obligations. The formulation on international
State liability proposed by the' Special Rapporteur read as under:

"The consequences of a breach by the State of origin of the
obligations of prevention laid down in these articles shall be
those consequences established by international law for the breach
of international obligations".
Addressing the question of civil liability, the Spec~alRappo~ur ~~t.ed

out that international watercourses have in general stipulated stnct liability
. ily on the ground that the victim must be promptly compensated.

~~:n enumerated the features common to the existing civil liability
regimes viz:-

(i) The operator bearing liability must be clearly identified: li~~ility
being joint and several when several operators bore liability;

(ii) The operator was invariably obliged to take out insurance or to
provide some other financial guarantee;

(iii) Where possible, compensation funds were to be established;
(iv) In order for the system to function, the principle of non-

discrimination must be respected; in other words, the courts of
the State of origin should accord the same protection to nationals
and to non-nationals, to residents and to non-residents;

(v) In all matters not directly covered by the Convention, the law
of the competent court applied, provided it was consistent with
the Convention;

(vi) Except where otherwise provided, judgments enforceable in one
court were to be equally enforceable in courts of all States
Parties to the Convention; and

(vii) Monetary compensations awarded could be transferred without
restriction in the currency desired by the beneficiary.

The clear identification of the party bearing liability for any harm
had the advantage not only of putting the potentially liable parties on
notice and making them do their best to avoid causing harm, .but als~ ~f
faCilitating redress of the injured party in case of harm. A review of CIvil
liability regimes reveals inter alia that liability was channelled through
the operator, on the grounds that the operator: (a) was in control of the
activity; (b) was in the best position to avoid causing harm; and (c) was
the primary beneficiary of the operation and should there~ore bear ~~
cost of the operation to others. Relying on the Convention .on CIvil
Liability for Damage resulting from ActivitiesDangerous to the Environment.
as adopted by the Council of Euorpe, owing to its general ch~a~ter. ~r.
Barboza proposed provisions for defining the operator and his habl~lty,
stipulating insubstance that "operator' meant the person who exercised

the liability of private parties and perhaps, to make the draft more acceptable
to States. It would also simplify the procedural aspects. Since only domestic
courts would be competent and such thorny issues as that of a State
appearing before a Court in a case involving a private party, particularly
if it had to do so in the domestic courts of another State, would not arise.
He submitted to the Commission an alternative formulation on State
liability which is somewhere in between the two systems. The proposed
draft article reads:

Alternative A :

"Residual liability for a breach by the State"

Harm which would not have occurred if the State of origin had fulfilled
its obligations of prevention in respect of the activities referred to in
article 1 shall entail the liability of the State of origin. Such liability shall
be limited to that portion of the compensation which cannot be satisfied
by applying the provisions on Civil liability set forth herein."

Alternative B :

"The State of origin shall in no case be liable for compensation in
respect of harm caused by incidents arising from the activities referred
to in article 1".
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t~e ~~ntrol of an activity and that the operator bore liability for any
~Igm~Icant transb.oundary harm caused by that activity during the period
In WhI~h he exer~Ised C?nt~ol over the activity; and that, if several operators
were Involved In an incident, they were jointly and severally liabl
~nless. an operator proved that he was liable only for part of the har~'
III which case he would be liable only for that part of the harm B 'th . . asedon ese premises he proposed the following provision for the consideraf
by the Commission: Ion

Liability of the Operator

The operator of an activity referred to in article 1 shall be liable c
II . ·fi ror

a .slgm. Icant. transbound~ry harm caused by such activity during the
penods 10 which he exercises control of such activity.

(a) In t?e case of continuous occurrances, or a series of occurrance
having the same ori.gi.n, operators liable under the paragraph
above shall be held jointly and severally liable.

(b) Where the operator proves that during the period of the commission
of the continuous occurrance in respect of which he is liable
only a part of the damage was caused, he shall be liable for that
part.

(c) Where the operator proves that the occurrance in a series of
occurances having the same origin for which he is liable has
caused only a part of the damage, he shall be held liable for that
part.

Recourse against third parties

.No provision of these articles shall restrict the right of recourse
which the law of the competent jurisdiction grants to the operator against
any third party.

Relying on the existing civil liability Conventions, Mr. Barboza took
the view that the operator conducting activities under consideration had
to provide a financial guarantee. To that end, it would be for the State
to require the operator to take out insurance or to set up a financial
secunty scheme in which operators would have to participate. Actions
for compensation could be brought directly against the insurer or the
financial guarantor. The proposed draft article on financial securities
read:
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Financial securities of insurance

In order to cover the liability provided for in these articles, States of
origin shall, where appropriate, require operators engaged in dangerous
activities in their territory or otherwise under their jurisdiction or control
to participate in a financial security scheme or to provide other financial
guarantees within such limits as shall be determined by the authorities
of such States, in accordance with the assessment of the risk involved in
the activity in question and the conditions established in their internal
law.

Existing conventions had identified various courts as competent to
hear claims. The list included courts having jurisdiction in the place: (a)
where the harm had occurred; (b) where the operator resided; (c) where
the injured party resided; or (d) where preventive measures were supposed
to have been taken. Each of those courts offered advantages in terms of
gathering evidence and by virtue of its link with the claimant or the
defendant. He proposed that the first three possibilities should be adopted
and suggested the following formulation on the competent court:-

Actions for compensation of damages attaching to the civil liability
of the operator may be brought only in the competent courts of a State
party that is either the affected State, the State of origin or the State
where the liable operator has his domicile or residence or principal place
of business.

For civil liability regimes to be effective, however, the competent
courts must ensure equal treatment before the law for nationals and non-
nationals, residents and non-residents. The draft articles should therefore
include a provision to that effect. The Commission might decide that the
principle set forth in article lOon non-discrimination was sufficient;
otherwise, a specific article with equivalent language should be included
in the section under-consideration. The Rapporteur proposed the following
provisions on Domestic remedies:-

The Parties shall provide in their domestic law for judicial remedies
that allow for prompt and adequate compensation or other relief for the
harm caused by the activities referred to in article 1.

In respect of casuality, the Special Rapporteur proposed, in keeping
with a provision of the Council of Europe Convention, that in considering
evidence of a casual link between acts and consequences, the court should
take due account of the increased danger of damage inherent in the
dangerous activities i.e. of the specific risks of certain dangerous activities
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causing a given type of damage The te
however, establish a presumpf· f xt ~f the proposed atticle did not
The proposed text reads: ipn 0 casuahty between incident and harm:

When considering evidence of the .
and the harm the court shall tak d casual hnk between the incident

.' e ue account of the . d dcausmg such harm inherent in th d . . Increase anger of
e angerous activity.

With regard to the enforceability of the iud .
an effective civil liability regi J . grnent, It was noted that

. me must provide for th ibi .
enfo.rcIng a judgment in the territory of a State other thane t:eO~SI IlIty of
the Judgment had been pronounced Oth . ne where
~rivate party to seek redress before ~ dome:s:~e~o~r; e!forts ~ade .by a
IS fo~ t.hat reason that civil liability conventions usuall might ~e In Val? It
provisions on the enforceability of . d Y not on Y contaIned

. JU gments but also provid d f
certain exceptions, such as fraud; non-respect f;r due fIe Or
and cases where the judgment was con pro.cess ~ the law;
State where enforcement was being sou~~~ry to th~ puhlic .polIcy of the
earlier judgment. Consequently the party seek~~;asfjIrreCOnCIlable with an
with the procedural laws of' the State where ~~ o~c~ment must comply
enforced. The Special R e JU gment would be
the consideration of theaPCporte~r~roposed the following formulation for

omrmssion

Where the fmal judgments entered b th
under the laws applied b h Y e competent court are enforceable
territory of any other Co~r:~~ingC;~~~ t~~re:s~all be recognized in the

(a) The judgment was obtained by fraud;

(b) ~easonable .advance notice of the claim to enable the defendant
present hIS case under appropriate conditions was not given.

(c) ~~ctUdgeme.n~ w~s contrary to the public policy of the State i~

d
recogm~lOn.ISsought, or did not accord with the fundamental

stan ards of justice,

(d) !he judgeme~t was. irreconcilable with an earlier judgement given
In the St~te In WhICh recognition is sought on a claim on the
same subject and between the same parties.

A· d
. JU gement recognized under the paragraph above shall be enforced
In any of the ~ember States as Soon as the formalities required by the
Me~ber State In e?forcement is being sought have been met. No further
review of the merrts of the case shall be permitted.

r b~ith regard ~o exc.eptions to liability, the grounds set forth in civil
ra 1 rty conventions Included armed conflict; unforeseeable natural
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phenomenon of an exceptional. and irresistible character; wrongful intentional
conduct of a third party; and gross negligence of the injured party. Those
were reasonable grounds for exceptions to liability in respect of damages
resulting from the activities considered in the report. With regard to State
Responsibility for wrongful acts, such as failure to comply with preventive
provisions, the grounds for exception were those provided for in Part
One of that topic. The Special Rapporteur proposed the following articles
on exemptions:

1. The operator shall not be liable:

(a) if the harm was directly attributable to an act of war, hostilities,
civil war, insurrection or a natural phenomenon of an exceptional,
inevitable and irresistible character; or

(b) If the harm was wholly caused by an act or omission done with
the intent to cause harm by a third party.

2. If the operator proves that the harm resulted wholly or partially
either from an act or omission by the person who suffered the harm, or
from the negligence of that person, the operator may be exonerated wholly
or partially from his liability to such person.

Chapter V of the tenth report dealt with the statute of limitations in
respect of liability. Under civil liability conventions, the time-limit varied
from one year, as in the Convention on International Liability for Damage
Caused by Space Objects, to 10 years, in the case of the 1963 Vienna
Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage. Time-limits were
determined on the basis of various considerations, such as the time within
which harm might become visible and identifiable or the time that might
be necessary to establish a casual relationship between harm and a particular
activity. Since the activities covered in the report were similar to those
dealt within the Council of Europe Convention, the three-year statute of
limitations provided therein seemed appropriate for civil liability claims,
on the understanding that no procedure could be instituted after 30 years
from the date on which the incident resulting in harm had occurred. The
proposed article on time limits reads:

Proceedings in respect of liability under these articles shall lapse
after a period of three years from the date on which the claimant
learned, or could reasonably have been expected to have learned,
of the harm and of the identity of the operator or of the State of
origin in the case of State liability. No proceedings may be instituted
once thirty years have elapsed since the date of the incident
which caused the harm. Where the incident consisted of a continuous
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occurrance, the periods in .which the incident began a~~est~on s?all run from the date on
occurrances having the same 0 .w. ere It co~siste~ of a series of
run from the date of the I t ngm. The penods m question shall

as occurrance.

The last chapter of the re rt d I .
liability. In the event that a Sfa~e ea t ;lth. procedures to enforce civil
to comply with its obligations of was.o jectively responsible for failing
was State to State a'nd prevention, the procedural channel available

,consequently the n I d' I .
and the usual methods of settli d: orma tp omatic procedures
where a State had to face a priva::g isputes were applicable. However,
court, the situation could becom::~ or anot~~r State before a domestic
possibilities referred to in the report re c:

p
icated and some of the

Thus, where a State was subsidiarily r~~uons~~lns~quentlY be set aside.
amounts not covered by the operator o~ hi . e or a .wro~gful act for
appear before a domestic court That .s .l~surer, It might have to
reason to discard that type of St t poss.lb.tl.lty alone was sufficient
gave rise to serious difficulties a ; re~ponslblhty. Other situations also
suffered immediate damage as l'n'th

or
mstanfced where a~ affected StateU ,e case 0 amage to Its .

n~er such circumstances, the affected State mi h h envlro~ment.
action before a national court which ld b h g t ave to bnng an
court of that same State That . h cou e t e competent domestic
That type of difficult . a mig t pose problems for the defendants.

y was one reason to co .d I'
proposed by the Netherlands in the IAE1

sl
s;r ~ utions SUC?as that

considering the amendment of th P . . an mg Committee for
Dama~e, namely, the creation ~f ;;~n~~~ ~~:~a s~~nhvaesntion~ondNulc~ear
comrnissio hi h a rruxe calms
between p~~=e l;art7e~u~:~;~mpetednt to hear cl~ims between States,

a es, an between pnvate parties.

In the course of the forty-sixth' . ..considered and adopted t I .s
l
esslOn the Commission inter alia

. we ve artic es referred t .t b h .
Committee at the Forty fifth S . . 0 1 Y t e Drafting
The draft articles adoPt~d t t:sslOn m 1993 and at the present session.
the present Articles)' a h current session are Article 1 (Scope of
Terms)' Article 11 (P' ?araAgrap ~ (a~, (b) and (c) of article 2 (Use of

, nor uthorization); Arti I 12 (R'
Article 13 (Unauthorized A ti ities) , ICe isk Assessment);. . c rvities . Article 14 (M
Minimise the Risk); Article 14 bis ea . . easures to Prevent or
Risk)' Article 15 (Notifi ti d'( rlier 20 BIS) (Non-transference of

, 1 ica Ion an informati ). A . I
Information)' Article 16 bi (Inf . ronj; rtic e 16 (Exchange of
Security and Industrial S~cretsO~~~o~ to the Public); ~icle 17 (National
Measures); Article 19 (R' h ), f hlC e 18 (C.onsultatlons on Preventive
Article 20 (Factors Involv~d ~~ ~n t e ~tate LIkely to be Affected); and
be recalled that of the aforementio~~~I~~;~ BArtal~lce°I

f
Interests). It mayICes ,2, 11, 12 and 14
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were adopted by the Drafting Committee at the Forty-firth Session in
1993. Some notes and comments on these draft articles may be found

hereunder.
Draft Article 1 Scope of the present articles defines the scope of the

articles to activities not prohibited by international law and carried out
in the territory or otherwise under the jurisdiction or control of a State
and which involve a risk of causing significant transboundary harm through
their physical consequences. The definition of the scope of the proposed
articles introduces four criteria viz: (i) that the articles apply to activities
not prohibited by intemationallaw; (ii) that the activities to which preventive
measures are applicable are carried out in the territory or otherwise under
the jurisdiction or control of States; (iii) that the activities proposed to
be covered by these articles must involve a risk of causing significant
transboundary harm; and (iv) that the significant transboundary harm
must have been caused by the physical consequenes of such activities.

The first criteria viz. "activities not prohibited by international law"
has been incorporated because of its critical role in delimiting the parameters
of the articles and because it is crucial in making the distinction between
the scope of this topic and that of the topic of State Responsibility which

deals with the wrongful acts.
The second criterion or element viz. "activities carried out in the

territory or otherwise under the jurisdiction or control of a State" employs
three concepts viz. "control", "jurisdiction" and "territory". Although the
expression "jurisdiction or control of a State" is more commonly employed
in many international instruments such as the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea, 1982; the Stockholm Declaration 1972; The Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development, 1992; and the United
Nations Convention on Biological Diversity 1992, the Commission deemed
it useful to include the concept of territory so as to emphasize the significance
of the territorial nexus between activities under these articles and a
State. The commentaries clarify further that for the purpose of these
articles the term "territory" refer to areas over which a State exercises its
sovereign authority. The use of the term "territories" also stems from
concerns about a possible uncertainty in contemporary international law
as to the extent to which a State may exercise extra territorial jurisdiction
in respect of certain activities. The Commission by its own admission, is
also aware that the concept of "territory" for the purposes of this article
is somewhat narrow and that there were situations where, under international
law a State exercises jurisdiction and control over places over which it
has no territorial rights.
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The third criterion is that of a ri k f . ..harm. Although the phrase "ri k t 0 ~auslOg significant transboundary
taken as a single phrase, its fi: to causmg tra?sb~un~a~y harm" is to be
the scope of the topic for th s component v~z'.~Isk IS intended to limit, e present to acnvities .th . k
consequences to exclude activities h' h' f WI ns and their
harm in their normal operation Thew IC d

lO
" act cause transboundary. d . wor s transboundary ha "

mten ed to exclude activities which h rm arecause arm only i th t .
the State within which the activity is unde tak: h n ~ .e~ntory of
harm the global com but wr r en or t ose acuvities whichmons ut without any harm to any other State.

h Tbhe fourth element is that the significant trans boundary harm
ave een caused by tile "physical conse uences" . .. must

Commiss~fnhad agreedin the interest0'/ maintain~::~~~~~~:;:t:;'h~e

;:~~~t :f;~~trvet"w::C~fd~i:i~~~"'::;:~~io:~~~~micor similarfields~
by r~quiring that the activities in question

P
should eh:~~cl~S, Itbwas felt

physical consequences which result in significant h rans oundaryarm.

Draft Article 2 aims to incorporate the definitions of term
pu~ose of the proposed draft articles. As indicated earlier the Co s f~r ~he
at ItS forty-fifth session adopted the d fi iti mrmssionf . e 101 Ions of three terms . (aj ri k
o causing significant transboundary harm' (b) t b d VIZ. a ns
(c) State of origin. ' rans oun ary harm; and

Paragraph (a) of draft article 2 d f' ..
transboundary harm as encom . e mes ns~ .of causing Significant
harm and a high probabilit p~smg .a low prob~bIl~t~ of causing disastrous
to the combined effect of t: 0 c:u~~~g other significant harm. It alludes
the magnitude of its iniu . e pr~ a I ity o~ occurrance of an accident and
and harm hi h J nous Impact. It IS the combined effect of risk
definition ~s~~ o~e!~ethe tt~res~old. In the view of the Commission a
the proposed article an con mue ~ffect of risk and harm appropriate for
deemed significant T: th~t combined ef~ect should reach a level that is
obligations of preventio e .vlew prevalent 10 the Commission is that the
but also sufficiently ll.n~mtPdosedon States should not only be reasonable

rrn e so as not to i h oblizati
respect of virtually all act' iti b mpose sue obligations 10IVI ies ecause th tivi .are not prohibited bv i e ac rvines under consideration

y international law.

The definition allows for a sect f . .harm all of hi h P rum 0 relationship between risk and
w IC would reach th I If' .two poles within which th ti .e. eve 0 significant harm. It identifies

One pole is where there is :;: ivmes p~o~osed to be regulated, will fall.
the characteristic of ultra h W:robabl!I~. of causing disastrous harm-
probability/of causing harm a;~~ ~USh~cltIvltIes:The other pole is a high

IC w I e not disastrous is still significant.
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It is to be understood that significant is sometimes more than detectable
but less than serious or substantial. The harm must lead to a real deterimental
effect on such matters as human health, industry, property, environment
or agriculture in other States and such detrimental effects must be susceptible
of being measured by factual and objective standards.

Paragraph (b) defines transboundary harm as meaning a harm caused
in the territory of or in places under the jurisdiction or control of a State
other than the State of orign whether not the States share a common
border. This definition includes activities conducted under the jurisdiction
or control of a State for example on the High Seas or within the Exclusive
Economic Zone of a coastal State with effects on the territory of another
State or in places under the other State's jurisdiction or control. The
intention is to be able to clearly distinguish between a State to which an
activity within the ambit and scope of the proposed articles is attributable
from a State which has suffered the injurious impact. The separating
boundaries are the territorial boundaries, jurisdictional boundaries and
control boundaries and therefore the term "transboundary harm" is to be
understood in the context of the expression within its territory or otherwise
under its jurisdiction or control as employed in draft article 1.

Paragraph (c) of draft article 2 defines the State of origin as the State
in the territory or otherwise under the jurisdiction or control of which the
activities referred to in article 1 are carried out. The definition is self-
explanatory and when there is more than one State of origin they shall
individually and jointly as appropriate comply with the provisions of the

proposed article.

Draft article 11 entitled "Prior authorization" sets out the first
supervisory function and responsibility of a State in respect of activities
involving a risk of causing significant transboundary harm and requires
the prior authorization of the State within whose territory or jurisdiction
or control they are conducted. Such prior authorization is also required
to be obtained in the event that a major modification or change in the
activity is planned and which may transform an activity into one involving
a risk of causing significant transboundary harm.

This formulation is in effect a modified version of the opening sentence
of the measures on preventive measures that the Special Rapporteur had
proposed in his eighth report. It would have been observed that the
stipulation relating to prior authorization, as formulated, does not provide
or envisage the periodic renewal of the authorization or the possibility or
even the obligation to withdraw it in certain cases. Consideration should
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be ~iv~n to .the issue of expanding the scope of the provision to cover
periodic review and renewal of authorization of activities involving risk.

Draft article 1~ on Risk Assessment stipulates that a State shall ens~re
that an assessment ISundertaken of the risk of the activity causing significant
tra~sboundary harm ~e~ore t~ing a decision to authorize an activity
which though not prohlbI.ted by mternationallaw creates a risk of causing
transboundary harm. It IS further provided such an assessment h ld. I d . s ou
me u e an evaluation of the possible impact of that activity on persons
or property as well as on the environment of other States.

It may be recalled that the Special Rapporteur had last year explain d
that assessment did not require that there must be certainty that a art' Is. . p ICUar
activity would cause significant transboundary harm but only cert . t
th iznifi . k .. .' am yat a SIgn1 icant ns of such a harm existed, OpInIOn was divided conce .
thi~ provision with some members believing that it was the State :1:1~
which should make the assessment, and others arguing that it was the
duty of the operator to undertake such assessment. The Commission
however, feels that as these articles are designed to have global application:
they cannot be too detailed and that they should contain only what .f

I
. IS

necessary or canty.

~he subject matter of this draft article on assessment and, the
re~Ulrements of exchange of information and consultation covered by
articles 15, 16 and .18 .are cl~sel~ linked and must be read together. All
are g~ared to an ?bJectl~e which IS very important for the purposes of an
effective prevention regime, namely encouraging the participation of the
Sta~e. pr~sume~ to be affected so that it can help' to ensure that the
aCtI~lty IS carried out more safely in the State of origin and at its own
terntory to prevent or minimize the transboundary impact.

The r~quireme~t of e~viro~m~ntal impact assessment plays an important
role, and IScompatible WIthPrinciple of the Rio Declaration on Environment
an~ ~.evelopment ,,:hich like-wise provides for impact assessment of
aCtl~ltIes that are hkely to have a significant adverse impact on the
environment. The draft article leaves open the question of who should
conduct the assessment to the States. Neither does the draft article specify
what should be the content of the risk assessment. In sum the specific of
the authority ( I .. governmenta, non-governmental or operator) who shall
evaluate the nsk assessment and accept responsibility therefore-as well
as what ought to be the content of assessment is left to the domestic law
of the State in which such assessment is conducted.

Draft. article 13 on "Pre-existing Activities" provides that where a
State havmg assumed its obligations under these articles, ascertain that
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an activity with a risk of causing a transboundary harm is being conducted
in its territory or otherwise under its jurisdiction or control without the
required prior authorization it shall direct those responsible for carrying
out the activity that they obtain the necessary authorization. Pending
authorization the State may permit the continuation of the activity in
question at its own risk.

It was pointed out during the discussions in the Commission that
draft Article 13, extended the scope of international liability to pre-
existing activities, which may have continued for several years without
ever causing harm. This presupposed that they had not involved any
significant risk at the outset. To subject pre-existing activities to the
requirements envisaged might create differences in the relationship between
the State and the operators, since the new demands of the State with
respect to prevention could be regarded as a departure from the initial
undertaking or as a modification.

Draft Article 14 entitled "Measures to Prevent or Minimize the Risk"
requires States Parties to take all legislative, administrative or other actions
to ensure that all necessary measures are adopted to prevent or minimize
the risk of transboundary harm of activities not prohibited by international
law and carried out in the territory or otherwise under the jurisdiction or
control of a State which create a risk of causing significant transboundary
harm through their physical consequences. It needs to be stated that the
Drafting Committee had proposed that the expression "prevent and minimize
the risk" of transboundary harm in the present and other draft articles is
to be reconsidered in the light of the decision of Commission as to
whether the concept or prevention includes, in addition to measures aimed
at preventing or minimizing the occurrance of an accident, measures
taken after the occurrance of an accident to prevent or minimize the harm

caused.
Draft Article 14 bis (formerly 20 bis) on "Non-transference of Risk"

stipulates that in taking measures to prevent, control or reduce. the
transboundary effects of dangerous activities States shall ensure that risk
is not simply transferred directly or indirectly, from one area to another
or that one risk is not transformed from one type into another. It reiterates
a general principle of non-transference of risk and is inspired, inter alia
by the provisions of Article 195 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea,
1982 and Principle 14 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and

.Development, 1992. It may be recalled that during the debate at the fort~-
fifth Session whilst some members of the Commission had deemed this
pr~vision logical to be included in the draft articles, others had tak.e~ the
view that the proposed article only complicated the proposed provisions-
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